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e Commonw th Edison · 
One First Nati Plaza, Cbicago. Illinois 
Address Reply to: Post Office Box 767 
Chicago, Illinois 60690 

November 24, 1980 

Mr. V1ctor Stello, Jr. 
Director 
Off ice of Inspection and Enforcement 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Re: Docket 50-237, 50-~, Dresden 
Nuclear Station 

E.7l-FJ-tJ2 
f;_cd IL~/50 

Response to Nuclea·r Regulatory 
Commission's (NRC) Letter, Notice 
of Violation and Proposed Imposition 
of Civil Fine Dated 10-20-80 Pursuant 
to 10 C.F.R. §2w205 

Dear Mr. Stello: 

By this letter, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. §2.205, 
Commonwealth Edison Company ("CECo.") hereby protests the 
$40,000 civil penalty you propose in your letter and Notice 
of Violati6n of October 20, 1980~ CECo. 's answer to your 
letter and Notice of Violation pursuant to 10 C.F.R. §2.201 
has been provided separately, as requested. The 10 C.F.R. 
§2.201 response should be read with and is incorporated into 
this letter. 

Your letter and Notice of Violation proposes the 
penalty for CECo.'s alleged noncompliance with the require
ments of 10 C.F.R. §50.54(k) and Dresden Station Technical 
Specifications, Chapter 6.1 and Table 6.1.1, in the Dresden 
Control Room on August 8, 1980. It categorizes the penalty 
as a Severity Level III Violation (Supplement I.C.2.) under 
the NRC Interim Enforcement Policy, 45 F.R. 66754 (October 
7 t 1980) o . 

As more specifically described below, CECo. 
denies the noncompliance and believes the Notice of Vio
lation to be in error because it f ~ils to follow the Interim 
Enforcement Policy criteria. In addition to protesting the 
civil penalty, CECo. requests its remission or mitigation. 
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Denial of Noncompliance 

As stated in CECo. 's response pursuant to 10 
C.F.R. §2.201 under .the heading "Denial of Noncompliance", 
incorporated herein by reference, the evidence to date does 
not demonstrate that a noncompliancs with the requirements 
of the NRC regulations and Dresden Technical Specifications 
occurred as you have alleged. 

, As proponent of the penalty, the Staff has the 
·burde~ of establishing that CECo. violated a specific regu
lati6n or licensee technical specification "by a prepon
derance of the reliable, probative and substantial evidence." 
Radiation Technology, Inc., ALAB-567, 10 N.R.C. 533; see 
also Atlantic Researchcorporation, ALAB-594 (June 2,1980), 
-- · N.R.C. ; ·10 C.F.·R~ §2. 732. Until such a showing 
is made or until CECo. satisfies itself by frirther investi
gation that a violation did occur, CECo. contests the 
noncompliance and believes that no penalty is warranted. 

Errors in Notice of Violation: 
Failure to Use Appropriate Enforcement Criteria 

Misclassification of Noncompliance. The finding, 
categorization, and the amount of civil penalty for the 
noncompliance is based on a misconception of the potential 
consequences of the alleged incident. In order to be 
classified as a Severity Level III violation, the ''system" 
unable to perform it~ intended functions "must be desighed 
to prevent or mitigate a serious safety event." Interim 
Enforcement Policy, 45 F.R.· 66758 (October 7, 1980). As 
noted in the "Denial of Noncompliance" contained in CECo. 's 
10 C.F.R. §2.201 letter, any syst~m malfunction which could 
lead to or which itself ii considered a "ser~ous safety 
event" is indicated on reactor control panels by an alarm 
consisting of both an annunciator and a visual signal .. 

In this case, even if the Notice of Violation 
~llegations were true and. the operators were inattentive 
because they were not looking at the control panels as the 
Resident Inspector passed, the only consequence would be the 
operators~ inability to see a visual indicator. There is no 
proof and 'no allegation that the operators would not have been 
able to r~spond to an annunciated alarm. On the contrary, 
the evidence demonstrates that the operators in question 
could and did perceive an audible· signal - the telephone -
quite readily. Thus, the potential consequences of the 
alleged incident could not have affected "a system designed 
to prevent or mitigate a serious safety event." As such, 
the incident·should not be classified as a Severity Level 
III, Supplement I.C.2 Violation and the maximum limit of a 
$40,000 penalty cannot be imposed. 
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Failure to Use Proper Standards In Determining 
the Assessment. The Interim Enforcement folicy states that 
the Commission in assessing a civil penalty should consider 
the gravity of the violation and "~he duration of the non
compliance, how the problem was identified, the financial 
impact on the licensee of the given penalty, the good faith 
of the licensee; the licensee's prior enforcement history, 
and whether the violation was wilfull." Based on the 
allegations in.your Notice of Violation and the circum
stances surrounding its issuance, by proposing the maximum 
asses~ment for the Severity Level charged in this instance, 
you·failed-to give proper weight to these criteria. 

The Interim Enforcement Policy lists the "gravity 
of the violation involved" as the item of "paramount con
cern" in determining the amount of penalty to be assessed. 
Yet in applying the maximum penalty in this case this 
consideration has been obviously neglected. While the 
potential· consequences of incapacitated operators at the 
controls of reactors may be severe, in this instance, as 
noted above, no adverse even.ts could have occurred under the 
conditions described in that Notice of Violation. Moreover, 
no event did occur which in anyway affected public health, 
safety, the environment or the security of the plant. 
Certainly this circumstance greatly dimishes the gravity of 
the alleged noncompliance. 

Further, the duration of the alleged noncompliance, 
even accepting as true the facts you of fer in support of the 
violation, can only be deemed minimal: the Resident Inspector 
viewed the operators for seconds. Since both operators 
filed reports shortly before the Resident Inspector's 
entrance, and since the operators·were alert at the time of 
the Shift Engineer's phone call immediately subsequent to 
the Resident Inspector's observation, the duration of the 
alleged noncompliance was minutes at most. Yet in applying 
the maximum penalty you have given no significance to the 
brief period of the alleged incident. 

In addition, you fa~l to consider CECo. 's good 
faith efforts in responding to the NRC comments involving 
operator attentiveness and CECo. 's lack of wilfulness or 
history of noncompliance in the area. As more thoroughly 
described in CECo. 's 10 C.F.R. §2.201 letter under the 
heading "Preventive Measures", the Company had an existing 
policy requiring operator attentiveness. When informed of 
the present incident, CECo. irmnediately investigated it and 
as soon as practicable issued a directive, emphasizing the 
seriousness of operator responsibilities and providing for 
effective measures to guarantee the integrity of the reactor 
safety systems. 
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Contrary to the statements in your October 20, 
1980 letter that the NRC considered CECo.~s response to the 
incident inadequate, the NRC indicated its acquiesence in 
CECo. 's actions. Both NRC on-site Dresden Resident Inspectors 
reviewed the August 22, 1980 directive immediately prior to 
its issuance and neither expressed any dissatisfaction with 
.the proposed action. Certainly, this should not be ignored 
in determining CECo.'s good faith. 

. Under the above circumstances it appears that in 
determining the amount of the fine the NRC was not guided 
by the criteria in the Interim Enforcement Policy. These 
criteria mandate a much broader inquiry before the imposi
tion of a penalty of this magnitude. Under these circum
stances, the $40,000 fine is unwarranted. 

Mitigating Factors 

In addition to the foregoing, CECo. offers the 
following factors for your consideration in remission or 
mitigation of any civil penalties you nevertheless deter
mine to assess: 

1. The facts upon which yo~ base the noncompliance 
are circumstantial. The Notice of Violation rests its con
clusion of inattentiveness on the impression of the Resident 
Inspector that the operators "appeared to be asleep." As 
the Interim Enforcement Policy notes, the discretion and 
judgment of the Direritor in imposing a civil penalty sh6uld 
be "consistent with [its] general principles ... and the 
technical merits of the cas~." A maximum fine should not be 
based on minimum facts. 

2. There is no evidence of CECo. 's bad faith or 
wilfulness in connection with the alleged noncompliance. 
Although this is not a defense to the allegation itself, 
this factor is appropriately recognized in mitigation of 
civil penalties. 

3. CECo. took effective preventive measures 
promptly and prior to your Ncitice of Violation. 

4. The alleged noncompliance is not representa
tive of a chronic series of violations. 

5. The alleged noncompliance did not and was 
not likely to adversely affect public health or safety or 
the environment or the common defense or security. 
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By filing these responses to 10 C.F.R. §2.201 and 
10 C.F.R. §2.205 CECo. does not intend to waive any argument 
it may later wish to ass~rt but which is not mentioned in 
these letters. 

Very truly yours, 

Cordell Reed, Vice President 
.Corrnnonwealth Edison Company 

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me 
this oLi-day of November, 19 8 0 . 

\...L,(___,e_~ ~ -;L~ 
Notary Public 
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FOR Q-tJlN(fS_, PLEASE aJNTACT ELAINE Sa-tALl_, 49-27293. 
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